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27 April 1984 

I thought that I should put the address on top just in case you have for
gotten j t : our correspondence is not what it used to be , and I must share 
the responsibility for that deterioration. In days past I needed very 
little urging to pick up a pen and write a letter - perhaps the long- term 
effect of Jock is at last beginning to wear off. In all probability there is 
a good deal less to say (damn this paper - one ' s typewriting mistakes are all 
too obvious on it) . 

Perhaps I shall call on you later this year if you have not declared me 
persona non grata by then : at sore tiroo during the year we are due to visit 
Celeste ' s father , who lives in Cape Town and nowadays refuses to travel 
to the UK. It would be rather pleasant to find oneself in Pietermaritzburg, 
particularly as there is also an edible oils plant there installed by a 
friend who works in Hull and swears that that is the i;..'Orst plant bearing 
their name . So far little has been decided other than that we should visit 
some time during the year , but first enquiries indicate that unless we are 
very shrewd we shall be paying a great deal in the way of fares. 

In my previous letter I expressed the opinion that the then impending SA 
govt . deal with the chaps in Maputo would not be very good for the ANC, but 
I must say that I had not anticipated that things would turn out as bad for 
them as has apparently been the case . An assessrrent fran this distance and 
this an,sle suggests that the s .a . govt . has got a pretty good deal : is that how 
it looks to you? How long can this last? Presumably that virtual elimination of 
the ANC (for t he time being) must put a conmiderable onus on the other sources 
of ' power ' inside the country, i.e . the trade unions and related bodies , but 
are they up to it? And what about people like Buthelezi - is he capitalising 
on it? Just at present our newpapers are obsessed with the struggle for the 
soul of the OBSERVER, of which you will have read a few column- inches as well . 
It is rather disappointing, though ~ Sically not at all surprising , that a 
proprietor should once again fall out with his editor . 

I have the feeling that every one of my letter s to you contains a series of 
complaints about our govt . , and to tell the truth I cannot see that pattern 
changing (unless I decide to shut up about the subject) . I was very close to 
writing to you on that subject some weeks ago , when I fel t that Mrs . T. and 
her gang had just about reached the limit in stamping their form of authorit
arianism on the country - the GCHQ affair was particularly reprehensible , 
but equally I am appall ed by the way the police have intervened in the miners ' 
dispute with their attempts to prevent miners travel ling to pits in other 
counties . To add to that we have the govt .plan to dispose of the GLC and· 
other local authorities are to have their powers curbed my letter was going 
to be on the subject ' So are we now nearer havinh a police state? ' and , al
though I have cooled off a little I do feel that we really do have a very author
itarian state in operation here . If you add to that the fact that Mrs . T. has 
elevated self- interest into No. 1 virtue for every individual you have scxne 
measure of the sort of country she has built for us . It is remarkable how 
she has managed to make Ken Livingstone (GLC leader) seem the voice of reason 
and even Scargill at times sounds as though he is more sensible than she is . 
In the circumstances it will not surprise you to learn that I have taken to 
exnressin2 2t1arded achniration for the style and contents of 'Marxism Today ', 
if for no other reason than that it must give the chap4in CP headquarters 
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sleepless nights at times. In fact my reasons are more positive than that -
the journal has taken to printing sane fairly independent material . Of course 
this does not mean that I would trust the CP in an election or something like 
that : it is interesting that I find that I have to restrain myself in des
cribi.r\; t11y feelings on the subject to our children , as they keep on pointing 
out that the events which have served to shape my attitudes took place more 
than 20 years ago. 

I am looking forward to seeing a series of progranmes on 'IV on African history , 
apparently based on Basil Davidson's work. He has certainly been in the field 
a long time, and I feel sure that our views on African history owe something 
tohis endeavours . It can hardly be expected that the SABC would show these 
programnes . 

We seem to be having a bit of a 
I watered the garden in April) 
over . But give us sane warning. 

drought at present (I cannot remember 
so perhaps you coul'fA se~ ~ne of your 

Yours , ~ 

when last 
rainmakers 


